
BRAND COLLATERAL
All the essential branding collateral items you need to  

get your brand out there — REALLY WORKING FOR YOU!
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Brand Collateral is the collection of customer  
communications used to create awareness, promote 
your business and support the sales and marketing  

of your product or service.  
These marketing aids are intended to make the sales effort easier and more effective.  

Creating brand collateral for business is done to attract  the attention of your audience for your brand 

and to strengthen the relationship between your business and your customers/clients.  

Offering truly unforgettable collateral to your customers requires excellent design – not to mention 

branding deserves to show off in the first place.

The goal is for people to align with your brand no matter how they encounter it.  

But essential branding collateral items you need? 

It differs with the type of business and how you plan to communicate. Many businesses consider a lot 

of items beyond their standard business card, letterhead and email signature to be essentials today. 

To assist in meaningful brand storytelling, they usually need more assets created. These are typically: 

support graphics to be designed; branded photos and compelling copy to be  

written; and even videos to be scripted, shot and produced.

A brand designer is usually best suited to bring your brand to life through your  

collateral material. Because they specialize in brand storytelling, they can help you tell yours  

strategically in a meaningful, compelling, and authentic way.

Piece by piece is time consuming and expensive. It’s far better cost value for you to define what you 

need and have your consultant package it together. Packaging means handling and accounting  

management time is reduced, and overall speed increases because of flow state. To help you define 
what you need I have produced a list of common business types and the collateral branding 

materials businesses use. There are no absolutes, this is an indicative guide.
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Great branding tells a compelling story at every touch-point. 

What story do you want to tell?

Your brand collateral is your salesperson. It represents your business.  

Small details get noticed. Consistency gets noticed. Poorly designed collateral will tarnish your image 

and make it hard to believe you’re the best choice. Quality pieces speak volumes about your business.  

You want assets you can take pride in—that don’t require an apology.  

 

Would you like to get them right? Then “consIder yourself BRANDED”

Still unsure what you need? It’s time to talk collateral.  

 

I am a branding specialist and designer, I love chatting and sharing advice about branding and can 

answer your questions, so you can understand how each item can benefit you. Click on the links see 

the services that my studio offers and get in touch today for a free consultation: www.cybranded.com
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https://www.cybranded.com/digital-marketing
https://www.cybranded.com/print-marketing

